Visualization of CSF Flow with Time-resolved 3D MR Velocity Mapping in Aqueductal Stenosis Before and After Endoscopic Third Ventriculostomy : A Feasibility Study.
The aim of this study was to evaluate timed-resolved three-dimensional (3D) magnetic resonance (MR) velocity mapping as a method for investigation of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) flow changes in patients with aqueductal stenosis (AS) treated by endoscopic third ventriculostomy (ETV). The MR velocity mapping was performed in 12 AS patients before and after ETV and in 10 healthy volunteers by using a 3-Tesla MR system. Time-resolved 3D MR velocity mapping data were acquired with a standard 3D phase contrast (PC) sequence with cardiac triggering. Values of mean (vmean) and maximum (vpeak) velocity were measured at several ventricular structures using dedicated software. Of the patients 11 showed a satisfactory clinical improvement after ETV, whereas one patient needed subsequent shunt implantation. All AS patients showed significant hypomotile CSF flow dynamics in the third ventricle when compared to healthy subjects before surgery (p < 0.05). In contrast, CSF flow velocity was increased within the Foramen of Monro in AS patients. After ETV, all AS patients showed a decrease of CSF flow dynamics within the third ventricle. Mean and peak CSF flow velocities through the ventriculostomy were 1.72 ± 0.59 cm/s (vmean) and 3.53 ± 0.79 cm/s (vpeak), respectively after ETV. The patient who needed shunt implantation after ETV had the lowest flow velocities through the ventriculostomy. This study demonstrates that timed-resolved 3D MR velocity mapping is a useful imaging investigation for diagnostics and follow-up in patients with AS. This new technique provides an insight into the physiological CSF flow changes related with AS and its treatment.